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…is not about becoming more creative, it’s about BEING more
creative.
…pushes your ideas past the edges.
…helps you to identify your creative strengths and Weaknesses.
…enhances your creative output by combining systems that fit
abilities and strengthen creative gaps.
Forewords

7 myths on creativity
Let out your creative beast!

Knowledge based economy
Innovation as a main economic activity
Financial crisis

The Great Reset
Old school Veblen (1899), Drucker (1969), Reich (1991)

The three knowledge bases Analytic, Synthetic and Symbolic
Some words on Richard Florida’s thesis

This is one of the top
images for ‘creativity’ on
Google image search.
What does this have to
do with creativity?

Thoughts tend to follow grooves
and set patterns; You need to start breaking your default if you want new ideas.

French
pOWERPOINT

Ratatouille’s explanations on creativity
Link

Unlike many phenomena in
Science, there is no single,
authoritative perspective,
or definition of creativity.
Wikipedia

First, you have to focus
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next, it’s about

The Action of creating something that never existed

a

The Connection of this act to our culture and humanity
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The Deviation of the default path by forging a new one
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Finally, you have to evaluate
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Creative Type

Definition

Taker

Just consumes what is put in front of him. He is
rarely interesting in creating anything but a sandwich.

Mimic

Can copy anything, but doesn’t understand a work’s greater significance. He has a
hard time coming up with ideas on his own.

Empathic

Has an intimate grasp of culture and the human condition, but cannot translate this
into concrete or original ideas.

Crazy

Is constantly thinking, but her strange ideas have no focus and are very hard to
relate to. He never finishes anything she starts.

Producer

Is very good at making things happen and creating things people like, even if they
aren’t very original. His work is often described as ‘churned out’.

Dreamer

Is full of wonderful, creative ideas but has a very difficult time finishing what they
start. He is often too intimidated by reality and prefers the warm solace of his mind.

Outsider

Is disconnected from culture either through choice or affliction, but this doesn’t
stop him from creating large quantities of strange, inaccessible works.

Creative

Is a rare and balanced artist who is prolific, relevant, and original.

“do”
Quantity (Simple, smart, Well-crafted)
Physical Dimension (descriptive)
Action is the foundational element of Creativity.
Tools
Capture catalogue review
10 ideation guidelines
Best brainstorming
HOW TO MAKE TIME FOR IDEAS?

Exercices
10 IDEAS IN 10 MINUTES
THE LAW OF ONE PERCENT
ROUTINIZATION

GENIUS IS 1 PERCENT INSPIRATION AND
99 PERCENT PERSPIRATION
THOMAS EDISON

Ideas are like rabbits. You get a couple
and learn how to handle them, and
pretty soon you have a dozen.
John Steinbeck

“glue”
Quality (Familiar, resonant, Shareable
Emotional Dimension (metaphorical
Connection is what links our actions and ideas to memory and culture.
Tools
Brain as tag cloud
Connecting: mindmapping
Content on content
Exercices
Shiny new things
The looking glass

The creative person wants to be a
know-it-all. He wants to know about
all kinds of things: ancient history,
nineteenth-century mathematics,
current manufacturing techniques,
flower arranging, and hog futures.
Because he never knows when
these ideas might come together to
form a new idea. It may happen six
minutes later or six months, or six
years down the road. But he has
faith that it will happen.
Carl Ally, executive producer

“skew”
uniqueness (Original, Flexible, Challenging
Personal Dimension (meaningful)
Deviation takes your actions and connections and makes them original.
Tools
There is no box
Never be bored
Misassociationalism
Exercices
Loop
breaking the loop

Creativity involves breaking
out of established patterns in
order to look at things in a
different way.
Edward de Bono (wrote the creative classic
Lateral Thinking: Creativity Step by Step)

All God does is watch us
and kill us when we get
boring. We must never,
ever be boring.
Chuck palahniuk

Check the attributes that apply to the idea%execution you are measuring.
1 point per strong attribute (plus magical bonus) for a total of 10.
Idea%execution:
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a simple

c familiar

d

original

a smart

c resonant

d

flexible

a well-crafted

c shareable

d

challenging

M

magical

Total

%10

This Idea Cycle is my usual approach to coming up with new, focused thoughts.

Explode
Use action techniques. Smash your focus into a million pieces.
Go as fast as you can. Go for quantity.

apply
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Test against focus. Is the idea magic?
Test against Creative Success Meter
If it’s close, run it thru the cycle again.
If the idea is perfect, go one more cycle to achieve god-like status.

Connect
Use connection techniques.
· Look for common elements, themes.

configure
Use deviation techniques.
Put the ideas together in original, flexible, & challenging ways.

Exercises
1 – Creativity is
?
2 – Personal brand
3- what creative type are you?
4- 10 ideas in ten minutes
5- the law of one percent
6- routinization

a

7- shiny new things
8- the looking glass

c

9- loop
10 – breaking the loop

d

11- creative success meter
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